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Executive Summary 
Clean water is one of world’s most limited resources. In many regions, lack of drinkable               

water has been a key contributor to war, violence, and political unrest. However, just as water                
has the potential to divide nations, it also has the ability to cross divides and bring opponents                 
together. No matter where a country's political allegiances lie, neighboring countries share water             
and air, and therefore it is often in their best interests to work together to protect the surrounding                  
environment, as it is their means of survival. The Middle East is no exception. With water                
scarcity being a severe reality for those living in the desert climate of the Israeli-Palestinian               
territories, negotiations regarding access to water have remained a focal point of the conflict but               
they may also be the key to achieving co-existence in the region.  

Conversations regarding water distribution between the two groups have been ongoing           
since before Israel was established as a country. Early Zionists pressured the French and British               
to include within Palestine as many water sources as possible during the demarcating             
negotiations . Inequity in access to water has been a key criticism of the Israeli government in                1

recent decades with many claiming globally that shortages of water in Area A of the West Bank                 
and within the Gaza Strip stem primarily from Israel’s refusal to allocate the necessary amounts               
of water to those region. One of the main arguments made to counter those claims is that Israel                  
has repeatedly agreed to share water sanitation technology with the Palestinian Authority only to              
be met with rejection on the grounds of the P.A. not wanting to collaborate since they feel that                  
would be a recognition of the State of Israel. However, the political issue at hand is significantly                 
more complicated than a lack of cooperation on either sides and there are many logistical,               
environmental, political and sociological factors which contribute to the current situation of            
unrest in the hydropolitics of the region.  

 
Situational Analysis 

In order to effectively meet the needs of all three populations (for the sake of this                
proposal we will address the Gaza and West Bank separately), it is crucial to understand why                
current solutions, treaties and technology have proven insufficient and then take into account the              
motivations of both governments when suggesting alternative plans of action. The key obstacles             
currently facing the Palestinians in terms of water access include poor infrastructure and well              
maintenance, the non-treatment of their wastewater, environmental damage from untreated          
settler wastewater, demolition of unapproved wells by the Israeli government and corruption            
within the Palestine Water Authority . Israel faces many of their own obstacles diplomatically on              2

a global scale but also from internal pressures, as some Israelis do not prioritize the Palestinian’s                
rights to water. The following proposal has taken into consideration comprehensive analysis of             

1 Martin, Bunton "The Boundaries of Modern Palestine, 1840-1947 Gideon Biger." International Journal of              
Middle East Studies, no. 1, 2008, p. 151. 

2 ReliefWeb. 2005. Archived Web Site. Retrieved from the Library of Congress,            
<www.loc.gov/item/lcwa00087523/>.. 
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the water shortages in the West Bank and Gaza and put forth practical solutions which will                
ensure continuous availability of potable water to the populations living in Palestinian-controlled            
areas.  

 
Proposal for Gaza Strip 
Political Intermediary for Negotiations 

The Gaza Strip is governed by Hamas, an organization which has been designated by the               
US Department of State and European Union as a terrorist group. Considering these             
circumstances, mediating an agreement between Hamas and the Israeli government is a            
tremendous challenge, one that is unlikely to be accomplished. Hamas charter explicitly does not              
recognize the legitimacy of the Israeli government and as a rule Israel avoids negotiating with               
terror organizations. As such, an intermediary is necessary to aid the negotiation process by              
serving as an arbiter between Israel and Gaza, and increase the likelihood of successful              
implementation of an effective water sanitation solution. India would be the most effective             
intermediary for water negotiations as they currently have strong positive ties to both the Israeli               
and Gazan governments.  

While there are other countries who have positive ties with both governments, India             
stands out as the most effective potential intermediary for a number of reasons. India was the                
first non-Arab state to recognize Palestine, doing so in 1988 demonstrating their clear support for               
the state. By 1992, the Indian government had also established diplomatic relations with Israel .              3

The long-standing nature of these partnerships on both sides substantiates the current depth of              
the relationship between India and these regions. India has continued to sustain those long lasting               
relationships with Palestine and Israel, maintaining its firm stance that both parties have a full               
right to self determination while effectively keeping the ties from becoming intertangled. India             
has stated this stance publicly on numerous occasions, including at the Sixth BRICS summit:              
“India is deeply concerned at the steep escalation of violence between Israel and Palestine,              
particularly, heavy air strikes in Gaza, resulting in tragic loss of civilian lives and heavy damage                
to property. At the same time, India is alarmed at the cross-border provocations resulting from               
rocket attacks against targets in parts of Israel. India calls upon both sides to exercise maximum                
restraint and avoid taking actions that may further exacerbate the situation, and threaten the              
peace and security of the region .” This statement clearly exemplifies the balance India strives to               4

strike with each state, making it a strong neutral player for an intermediary role and the ideal                 
arbitrator. Also critical to understand is the fact that this dual-friendship position increases the              
probability that the populations of Israel and Gaza are willing to accept India as an               

3 Pethiyagoda, Kadira. “India's Delicate Balancing Act on Israel-Palestine.” Brookings, Brookings, 28 July             
2016, www.brookings.edu/opinions/indias-delicate-balancing-act-on-israel-palestine/. 

4 “Question: What Is Gaza Conflict All about? What Is India's Position on the Issue and How Does It 
Affect India's Interest?” Question: What Is Gaza Conflict All about? What Is India's Position on the Issue and How 
Does It Affect India's Interest? | Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, 8 Aug. 2014, 
idsa.in/askanexpert/gaza_conflict_india. 
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intermediary—a critical requirement in order for anyone to come to the negotiation table so that               
a solution can be proposed which fosters long-term success. 

The success of this “friend-to-all” approach is already evidenced by Palestinian leader            
Mahmoud Abbas inviting New Delhi “to sit on a proposed ‘multilateral forum’ for negotiations              
on a peace deal between Palestine and Israel”—paving the way for the exact role we hope India                 
can play in this water crisis . Furthermore, “any arbiter in the peace process should be able to                 5

exert some influence over the Israeli government,” given that Israel heavily and            
disproportionately yields the power in the conflict with Palestine. India fits that metric through a               
few different means of influence, including the fact that India is the destination of 40-45% of                
Israeli defense exports and by “the diplomatic effort Netanyahu has put into the relationship,              
even at a time when Israel’s relative regional power is on the ascendance (opponents like Syria                
and Hezbollah are consumed fighting proxy wars, the Arab world is divided, and Israel is               
enjoying a détente with Saudi Arabia as a partner against mutual foe, Iran) .”  6

Of course, India must also have their own motivating reasons to take on this role as an                 
intermediary—a challenging task. India has significant strategic interests at stake in the region             
which serve as those incentives. This includes India’s reliance on foreign energy sources and              
their desire to increase global standing and prestige, which directs much of their foreign policy.               
“Palestine-Israel, being the world’s most high-profile conflict, provides ample opportunity for           
New Delhi to present its credentials as a global leader, and compete with China as a champion of                  
the developing world .” It is significant to note that many of these factors are similar to the                 7

motivations that led countries who ultimately became the rising powers to increase their             
involvement in the conflicts of the 1900s from the United States to the USSR, further supporting                
the motivating-ability of these interests and their likelihood of resulting in substantial action. 
  
Desalination  

Once we have an effective negotiations structure in place, it is necessary to establish the               
goals of said discussion. The second aspect of our plan to supply more clean water to the two                  
million Palestinians currently living in Gaza, is Israel partnering with the European Union and              
United Nations to construct a water desalination complex. As there are already fundraising             
efforts underway, with more than €456 million pledged by private donors in Europe we believe               
this to be a real viable solution . Jonathan Hahn, an EU commissioner on neighbourhood policy               8

and enlargement negotiations, has said that, “This is the biggest ever investment project in              

5 Pethiyagoda, Kadira. “Time for India to Play a Role in Israel-Palestine Peace?” The Diplomat, The                
Diplomat, 17 Feb. 2018, thediplomat.com/2018/02/time-for-india-to-play-a-role-in-israel-palestine-peace/. 

6 Pethiyagoda, Kadira. “Is It Time for India to Play a Role in Israeli-Palestinian Peace?” Brookings, 
Brookings, 26 Feb. 2018, 
www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos//is-it-time-for-india-to-play-a-role-in-israeli-palestinian-peace/. 

7 Ibid. 
8 Lazaoff , Tovah. “Gaza's Clean Water Project Gets a Half Billion Euro Boost.” The Jerusalem Post | 

JPost.com, 22 Mar. 2018, 
www.jpost.com/Israel-News/Gazas-clean-water-project-gets-a-half-billion-Euro-boost-546627. 
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Gaza….This project will meet the most urgent water needs in Gaza, providing drinking water              
and at the same time contributing to economic growth and environmental sustainability and             
stability. ” Hahn’s ambitions for the Gaza Central Desalination Plant & Associated Works            9

Project are bold, yet with a budget this large, entirely within the realm of possibility. This project                 
aligns with the our shared larger aspiration for Gaza to have the capacity to desalinate enough                
water in order to support their entire population sufficiently. The written commitments of several              
international bodies, including the World Bank, the European Investment Bank, the Union for             
Mediterranean, and the European Union, are essential to the successful completion and            
implementation of desalination plants. Equally important is the cooperation of the Israeli            
government and Hamas officials. We are confident that Israel would facilitate the safe transport              
of materials and suppliers into Gaza, and that Hamas would responsibly ensure those materials              
are used for the construction of the desalination plant.  

A question that naturally arises when working with Hamas is why would they want to be                
involved in such an initiative? For one, any cooperation with Israel and an interlocutor like India                
on a humanitarian project could help to soften their image internationally. Their designation as a               
terrorist organisation by several countries, currently drastically limits their ability to find a place              
on the negotiating table in international fora. In addition to this, the ruling elite of the Hamas                 
have much to be worried about if the success of the Arab Revolution in countries such as Tunisia                  
and neighbouring Egypt. Hamas is increasingly viewed as corrupt and inefficient as a governing              
body by Palestinians in the Gaza strip, especially in comparison to the Fatah who rule in the                 
West Bank. This rising tide of dissatisfaction does not bode well for them and it would be in                  
their best interests to curry favour among Gazans by taking active steps to address some of their                 
most pressing concerns. Publicly rejecting such a deal could potentially do more harm than good               
to their credibility among locals since it would give off the impression that they are neither                
capable of solving the water crisis on their own, and nor are they willing to accept international                 
help resolving it.  

Almost all of the water in Gaza today is unsuitable for drinking because of vast pollution                
from sewage and high levels of salinity. Due to this situation, the residents of Gaza have be                 
forced to turn to small, private desalination plants that provide less contaminated water at six               
times the cost. We are confident that a large-scale water desalination plant, backed with funding               
and support of the aforementioned governments and international bodies, would be able to             
significantly reduce costs and drastically increase desalination capacities. This investment is a            
long-term solution that can, if properly implemented, provide sufficient clean water to the people              
of Gaza. 
 

9 Lazaoff , Tovah. “Gaza's Clean Water Project Gets a Half Billion Euro Boost.” The Jerusalem Post | 
JPost.com, 22 Mar. 2018, 
www.jpost.com/Israel-News/Gazas-clean-water-project-gets-a-half-billion-Euro-boost-546627. 
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Drip Irrigation 
The Gaza Strip’s current water infrastructure is severely weak, with over 50% losses in              

1995, and, due to constant conflicts with the Israeli government, it has not improved since. The                
vast majority of water usage in the Gaza Strip is allocated to agriculture, consisting of over 60%                 
of their water usage . The Integrated Coastal Aquifer Management Plan focused on minimizing             10

agricultural usage of water in Gaza while increasing water resources . Due to the failing              11

infrastructure and the high usage rates, the third aspect of addressing the water crisis involves               
redesigning the agricultural infrastructure in Gaza to promote drip irrigation. The most effective             
way to successfully solve the water crisis in the Gaza Strip is by minimizing the water used for                  
agriculture by replacing failed infrastructure with the latest in irrigation technology.  

The cost of implementing drip irrigation to an acre of land ranges between 500 to 1500                
dollars and as over 9700 acres of Gazan land are relegated to crop farming, this redesign would                12

cost an upwards of 14 million USD, which is minimal when considering the large scale               
implications of the solution . While the cost of this remodeling is low, the main difficulty lies in                 13

ensuring that the reconstruction materials are delivered to the Gaza strip, that the materials are               
properly used, and that experts are able to supervise the implementation of drip irrigation. Israel               
enforces an air, sea, and land blockade on the Gaza strip , heavily limiting the resources               14

available to rebuild the infrastructure. For security reasons, Israel would likely be unwilling to              
allow unrestricted or unsupervised material deliveries, and the Gazan provisional government           
would be unwilling to accept materials packaged by Israel. To mitigate this issue, our proposal               
calls upon Israel to lessen the blockade restrictions in exchange for supervision over India’s              
transfer of materials to the Gaza strip. With India developing and sending the materials, Hamas               
would be under no pressure to reject the materials, allowing for the materials to be acquired and                 
used in the strip. 

By developing drip irrigation technology in the Gaza strip, nearly all of Gaza’s             
agricultural pains become alleviated. Beyond simply increasing water efficiency , research has           15

shown that drip irrigation techniques are long lasting, “after 10 years of use at the WSFS the drip                  

10 http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/countries_regions/PSE/index.stm AQUASTAT—FAO's   
Information System on Water and Agriculture April 25, 2018 

11 Lipchin, Pallant, Saranga, Amster “Integrated Water Resources Management and Security in the Middle              
East”| Arava Institute 2006. 

12 Zotarelli, Lincoln, et al. “Agricultural Management Options for Climate Variability and Change:             
Microirrigation.” EDIS New Publications RSS, Horticultural Sciences, 23 Nov. 2015, edis.ifas.ufl.edu/hs1203.  

13 “Occupied Palestinian Territory—Food and Agriculture Organization of the United.” Www.fao.org ,            
Aquastat, 2008, www.fao.org › water › PSE › PSE-CP_eng 

14 “Gaza Blockade.” United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs—Occupied            
Palestinian Territory, 26 Apr. 2018, www.ochaopt.org/theme/gaza-blockade. 

15 Drip and Micro-Spray Irrigation Introduction, 
www.allianceforwaterefficiency.org/Drip_and_Micro-Spray_Irrigation_Introduction.aspx 
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tubing was in excellent condition with good uniformity” and produce “in all cases, the SDI               16

plots produced more marketable tomatoes than the furrow-irrigated tomatoes.” These          
consistent findings show how this remodeling of Gazan agricultural strategies is not only             
necessary, but highly beneficial for the future of the strip itself. The implementation of drip               
irrigation could lead to solving aspects of Gaza’s food shortage by improving total cropfall and               17

will even have positive impact on their economy by creating jobs and lowering unemployment . 18

 
Proposal for the West Bank 

Our solution to the water crisis in Area A of the West Bank seeks              
to attack the heart of the problem by not only advocating for an increase in               
Palestinian access to the resources of the Mountain Aquifer, but also by            
adding to their existing sources of water through innovative sewage          
treatment technologies. We intend to improve the efficiency of water          
utilization by encouraging the use of greywater from households for the           
purpose of irrigation. Such measures would serve to free up water for            
primary consumption. 

 
Greywater 

Despite only contributing 12% to the Palestinian GDP, agriculture         
accounts for more than 62% of the total water use in the West Bank similar to the Gaza Strip .                   19

Given that the water utilization in the agricultural sector is disproportionate to its contribution to               
the economic output of the country, it becomes all the more imperative that efficient means of                
using that water are found. One way of going about this is by redirecting graywater from                
households to farms for irrigation purposes. Greywater is essentially the water from sinks,             
showers, and laundry that is unfit for primary consumption due to dissolved chemicals, but is               
less toxic than “blackwater” in that it usually contains less microbial content. Studies have              
shown that greywater can be easily treated and used to irrigate fields, thereby boosting              
agricultural productivity.   20

16 Ayars, J.e., et al. “Subsurface Drip Irrigation of Row Crops: a Review of 15 Years of Research at the 
Water Management Research Laboratory.” Agricultural Water Management, vol. 42, no. 1, 1999, pp. 1–27., 
doi:10.1016/s0378-3774(99)00025-6. 

17Drip and Micro-Spray Irrigation Introduction, 
www.allianceforwaterefficiency.org/Drip_and_Micro-Spray_Irrigation_Introduction.aspx.  

18 “Gisha | Unemployment in Gaza: Highest since 2009.” English, gisha.org/updates/2901.  
19 “Agricultural Water Use in Palestine.” Fanack Water, 21 Nov. 2016, 

water.fanack.com/palestine/water-use/agricultural-water-use-in-the-west-bank-and-gaza/. 
20 “Agricultural Water Use in Palestine.” Fanack Water, 21 Nov. 2016, 

water.fanack.com/palestine/water-use/agricultural-water-use-in-the-west-bank-and-gaza/. 
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Wastewater: Following Singapore’s Example 

A model worth emulating in the West Bank is that of Singapore, which despite facing               
severe water scarcity, is today among the most water secure nations in the world. Singapore has                
since its independence from Malaysia, been dependent on the latter for its water needs. The lack                
of natural resources, not unlike in Palestine, made the situation considerably worse. In light of               
these challenges, the Government of Singapore embarked on a mission to make their nation-state              
water independent by the year 2066. To this end, they launched concerted efforts to make the                
most of what they had, and pioneered a solution which would revolutionize water treatment              
technology across the globe. By employing reverse osmosis and ultraviolet filtration, they started             
wastewater treatment plants that could turn sewage generated by millions of the city’s             
inhabitants into reusable drinking water. By creating a closed feedback loop for the waste              
generated in the city, the city-state of Singapore ended up killing two birds with a stone, so to                  
speak: they not only found a way to manage their sewage, but also created an alternate source for                  
meeting the drinking water demands of their citizens. Today, this alternate source provides upto              
30% of the city’s drinking water needs.  

While there are some remarkable similarities in the water situations faced by the West              
Bank and Singapore, it is also important to note some significant differences that exist between               
the two. Singapore is suitably placed to invest in newer and oftentimes costly technologies due to                
its financial muscle. Additionally, Israeli restrictions on Palestinian resources in the Jordan River             
Valley as well as the Mountain Aquifer make the geopolitical          
situation in the West Bank a unique one. Given these constraints,           
we believe bringing in a country with a more advanced economy           
to invest in the wastewater treatment facilities for the West Bank           
would be ideal, as it is a capital intensive filtration process.           
Since the potential investor would have to navigate the         
complexities of Israeli-Palestinian relations, it would be best if         
the country that is approached to serve as mediator be one that            
has equally good relations with both parties. In light of these           
realities, we recommend that Singapore be invited to invest in          
building two wastewater treatment plants, one on the outskirts of          
the Ramallah-Bethlehem area and one in the Nablus area up          
north, some of the most densely populated urban regions within          
Area A of the West Bank. These could serve as pilot for a             
broader wastewater collection and purification system in the area. For Singapore, this could be              
an opportunity to introduce its pioneering technology in a market that is ripe for expansion.  
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Negotiating Greater Access to Resources of the Mountain Aquifer 
Another dimension to our water solution for the West Bank would be to encourage Israel               

to revisit the terms of its water sharing treaties and allow for the Palestinians in the West Bank to                   
access a greater share of the three Mountain Aquifers that fall within their territory. Given that                
the catchment areas of these aquifers fall within Areas A and B of the West Bank, it would only                   
be fair to allocate a proportionate share of that water for Palestinian use, especially since they                
have little access to the Jordan and Yarkak River Basins as is. Israel would also have to sanction                  
digging of new wells within the Palestinian controlled areas to facilitate the use of the aquifer                
water. Given how the current water supply to homes in the West Bank falls well below the WHO                  
prescribed average, it would be crucial to tap into the naturally replenishing resources of the               
Mountain Aquifer to meet their water needs.  
 
Overcoming Political Obstacles 

General Obstacles  
We recognize that when addressing an issue as multifaceted and deep rooted as the water 

distribution between Israelis and Palestinians we are bound to face several political obstacles. 
The most significant challenge we foresee is getting the Israeli government, Palestinian 
Authority, and Hamas to corporate and work together in some capacity. That being said, we are 
optimistic that these powers will realize the utility that an abundance of clean water can have on 
their communities and region as a whole, and will attempt to put political tensions aside in order 
to accomplish this. A key necessity in accomplishing this goal is the strengthening of the peace 
process between Israel and Palestinian leaders in addition to effective cooperation between all of 
the countries in the region. We hope to achieve this by proposing an equal per capita allocation 
of water resources between Israelis and Palestinians.  
 
Obstacles in WB 

A significant obstacle to changing the status quo in the West Bank would be domestic               
forces that are opposed to negotiating with the Palestinians. These could be political parties that               
take a hawkish stance on cooperating with the Fatah, or even local pressure groups, that hold                
considerable sway over public opinion. A way to overcome this obstacle would be to meet with                
these forces and ensure that all of their concerns are being met, and work with them on                 
understanding that it is in the strategic interest of Israel to pursue this plan to further the                 
opportunity for peace in the region. 

Another obstacle is with cultural adjustment to the wastewater treatment plan. There will             
likely be initial pushback against the idea of using their wastewater as drinking water. This is a                 
challenge that with proper education can be overcome. 

When it comes to encouraging Israel to allocate equal proportion of the mountain aquifer              
between Palestinians and Israelis, there is a risk that Palestinians will only see such an action as                 
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an admission from Israel that the water rightly belongs to them, and will not be satisfied,                
increasing the tension over this issue. A solution to this would be developing a plan that aims to                  
transition full control over the mountain aquifer to Palestinians over time, easing tensions in the               
short run while giving Israel the time to develop a water infrastructure that does not depend on                 
this water source.  
 
Obstacles in Gaza 

The most significant obstacle to enacting our proposals in the Gaza stip are the tensions 
between Hamas and the Israeli government coalition. Hamas refuses to recognize any previous 
agreement between Israel and the Palestinian Authority. They choose to overburden the few 
coastal aquifers that they use to produce drinking water, causing unsafely high salinity levels. 
Additional obstacles include financial barriers to fully funding the water desalination and drip 
irrigation initiatives that we have proposed. We are confident that our proposals would be able to 
rise above these obstacles because the stakes are so high. The European Union and United 
Nations have already pledged significant funding to help resolve water issues in Gaza. These 
moderating bodies should help mediate tensions between Israel and Gazan leadership. 
Additionally, these forces should be able to successfully promote the general welfare of 
Palestinians while avoiding upsetting Israelis.  We are optimistic that our proposals would be 
able to overcome these obstacles.  
 
Autonomy vs. Codependency 

The stated proposed solutions are focused on addressing water scarcity with water            
technology and hydropolitics, yet it is important to note that water is simply a single component                
of the larger Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Any article, book or academic journal written about             
water in the region has a clear set of biases which can be immediately detected through use of                  
intentional language such as West Bank, Judea and Samaria, settlers and Israeli-Arabs. This             
highly divisive environment only adds another layer of complexity to solving the extremely             
volatile situation. Regardless of how one proposes to solve the water scarcity issue in the region,                
there must be a larger goal in which the water solution fits in. Since Gaza and Area A of the                    
West Bank are such different environmental climates with separate governing bodies, our            
proposals have two end goals in terms of Palestinian Autonomy and Israeli-Palestinian            
Codependency.  

Gaza is already much further along in its self governance after Israel withdrew from Gaza               
in 2006 and Hamas has been in power since then. Hamas has made it clear that they are not                   
interested in Israeli assistance or collaboration. Since Gaza is also directly on the Mediterranean              
Sea, we have divided our proposal on the water scarcity in Gaza with the goal of an autonomous                  
Palestinian State. The water problems in the region cannot be solved without some level of               
interaction between Gaza and Israel, but our use of a political intermediary for negotiations              
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addresses the existing resistance between the two parties. The proposed technological investment            
in drip irrigation and desalination demonstrates our commitment to an autonomous state with             
strengthened infrastructure and the potential to remain independent.  

The West Bank’s path to statehood is far less certain. The current reality on the ground is                 
that Area A is geographically divided and they are fully dependent on the shared Mountain               
Aquifer as well as other water sources which Israel remains in control of. For this reason, our                 
West Bank proposal acknowledges the need for a more codependent and symbiotic relationship             
between the Israelis and the Palestinian Authority in Area A. Again it is necessary to invest in                 
long term water technologies however the implementation will need to be a more direct              
partnership with the Israeli Government. Our proposals in terms of treating grey water, and              
wastewater will produce more available water for palestinians while simultaneously recycling           
Israeli waste. This relationship helps both parties involved with their own challenges yet this can               
only be accomplished through joint efforts. Lastly, we realize that the distribution of water from               
the Mountain Aquifer needs to be redistributed which is a concession on the Israeli side that                
recognizes regardless of the statehood status of Area A of the West Bank, there will be a constant                  
need for neighboring parties to cooperate for everyone’s best interest.  

 
Conclusion 

Improving access to water in Gaza and the West Bank is perhaps the single largest way to                 
move the Israel-Palestine region towards lasting peace. A key contributor is implementing this             
plan in a way that does not rely on Israel for the supply of water. Palestinian autonomy will be                   
beneficial to both Israelis and Palestinians, and we are confident that it will bring both parties                
closer to peace. In the Gaza strip, we recommend focusing on building cost effective desalination               
infrastructure and on remodeling the agricultural pipings into being far more effective and less              
wasteful. In the West Bank, we recommend increasing reclaimed water and giving Palestinians             
more control over the mountain aquifer. By improving the general quality of life in Palestinian               
territories through increased water access, our team firmly believes that peace can be achieved in               
the near future; coexistence is an important condition that we hope to promote with our plan, but                 
peace is the ultimate and highest goal. This is why we named our proposal “Mayim Alsalam,”                
meaning “waters of peace,” using both the Hebrew word for water (mayim) and the Arabic word                
for peace (salaam). It is our sincere hope that the implementation of the proposals laid out by                 
Mayim Alsalam will lead to a resolution of the water crisis in Israel/Palestine, and that peace                
among peoples comes within reach consequently—something that all people deserve. Thank you            
for your time and consideration.  

 


